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Introduction  

Georgian Olive is a manufacturer and supplier of olive oil from the beautiful country of 

Georgia. The extra virgin olive oil has a very rich smooth taste and tastes even better when 

complemented with a glass of Georgian wine. The brand is currently exploring how to 

position itself in a foreign market in which certain key variables differ tremendously from the 

local market, because the olive oil market in Georgia is not big enough according to the 

briefing by the organization. In order to guarantee success, Georgian Olive requires the 

Dutch to fully embrace their product within a few years, before conquering other markets 

besides the Netherlands. This international project with a marketing communication plan at 

its base has been created to fully exploit this new market by creating brand and product 

awareness as a preliminary step.   

Within this plan you will find the essential analyses of both markets, the olive oil industry and 

the numerous cultural differences between Georgia and The Netherlands with the latter 

playing an essential role. Because the organization is just starting to explore the market, 

producing its oil and looking for ways how to best position itself, there is no current 

communication strategy, or instruments and media being used. Hence, the analysis of the 

above described will create a clear picture of what Georgian Olive has to do in terms of 

communication activities.  

This generic plan will provide the brand a clear understanding of what will and will not work 

in the Netherlands. Accordingly, the necessary funded decisions can be made in terms of a 

strategic path, the objectives and what instruments and media to use in order to accomplish 

certain strategic goals. Which will in turn provide the organization with pertinent tools, which 

it requires to successfully introduce its product and truly prove the Dutch of its product 

leadership. 

Posed problem 

Georgian Olive desires to introduce their brand and product to the Dutch market, mainly 

because there is no market for olive oil in Georgia. What does the organization need to do to 

ensure success in this tough and competitive environment?  

As a group we will ensure to resolve the posed problem by focusing on providing Georgian 

Olive with the right tools it requires to make their brand and product introduction successful.    
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Executive Summary 
 

Introduction 

Georgian Olive is a manufacturer and supplier of olive oil from the beautiful country of 

Georgia. The brand is currently exploring how to position itself in a foreign market in which 

certain key variables differ tremendously from the local market, due to the olive oil market in 

Georgia not being attractive enough according to the briefing given by the organization. This 

international project with a marketing communication plan at its base has been created to 

provide pertinent tools how fully exploit this new market by creating brand and product 

awareness as a preliminary step.  

Main question: “What does the organization need to do, to ensure success in this tough and 

competitive environment?”  

Target group 

There are three main target groups. They all have an international focus as it is part of the 

culture. Whilst they all prefer healthy food below is the main focus for each target group. 

Chefs / Olive oil 

connoisseurs  

Burgundians Masses 

 30-60 years old 

 Males 

 Focus on quality 

 Targeted via food 

events 

 25-60 years old 

 Female 

 Focus on added 

value 

 Targeted via 

TV/blogs 

 25-80 years old 

 Males & females 

 Focus on trend 

 Targeted via mass 

advertising & 

supermarkets 

 

New strategy 

Creating a mission, vision and strategy is imperative for Georgian Olive. It is considered as 

the foundation for the organization, as it enables the brand to focus and set goals for the 

coming years. Because of the many cultural differences between the Netherlands and 

Georgia, the communication has to be adjusted to the local market which will be exploited. 

The Treacy & Wiersema model is used for the new strategic path, with two value disciplines 

at its foundation, respectively product leadership and customer intimacy. The AIDA model is 

also used to provide context to the described value disciplines. Brand awareness will be 

achieved through attention and interest by using Georgian Olive’s product leadership. 

Furthermore, customer intimacy will be used to ensure desire of the product. 
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Actions 

In order to successfully flow down the new strategy organization wide and to achieve the 

objectives, certain communicative actions need to be taken. 

Instruments and media 

INTSRUMENTS MEDIA 

PR PRESS RELEASE 

ADVERTISING TV, MAGAZINES, BLOG 

EVENTS EVENT 

DIRECT MARKETING WEBSITE 

SALES PROMOTIONS PROMOTIONAL GIVE AWAY 

 

Creative development 

 

As a premium brand Georgian Olive should focus on enriching the level of self-

actualization from the Maslow Pyramid. This can be achieved through:  

 Bottle design: The bottle as a collector’s item 

 Label design: The label as a cultural enrichment tool 

 The label to point out healthiness 

Timeline through several instruments and media  

1. Website, blogs & reviews 

2. Georgian Launch party 

3. Launch of Georgian starter pack in olive & bio stores 

4. Product placement in 24Kitchen 

5. Advertorial in magazines & online 
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1. Macro analysis: Country comparison 
It is of utmost importance to gain a clear understanding of both countries and markets in order to make funded and well thought strategic 

decisions regarding positioning Georgian Olive. In order to do so a preliminary step would be to perform an analysis on macro level, the DESTEP 

(acronym for the factors: Demography, Economy, Socially, Technology, Ecology, Politically) will be used in this analysis. As not all factors and 

variables are considered as important to the olive oil industry, but most importantly for Georgian Olive, only the key points have been picked to 

be considered in this communication plan.  

Demography 

  Georgia *1 Netherlands *2 

Inhabitants 4,9 million inhabitants, 84% is Georgian 17 million inhabitants, 76,5 % is Dutch 

Pertinent age groups  

  
47,5% Male / 52,5% Female 

  

20-30 years old: 725K 

30-40 years old: 645K 

40-50 years old: 615K 

Even distribution between gender 

  

20-30 years old: 2.1M 

30-40 years old: 2M 

40-50 years old: 2.5M 

Urban Population 53.6% of total population 90% of total population 

  

 

Amount of inhabitants of 3 major cities in Georgia:  

 

 Tblisi: 1.1M  

 Koetaisi: 197.000 

 Batoemi: 161.000 

Amount of inhabitants of 3 major cities in the 

Netherlands:  

 Amsterdam: 840.000 

 Rotterdam: 633.000 

 Utrecht: 340.000 

  

Trend 

 

 

Decreasing population due to migration trends Increasing population due to migration trends 
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Main conclusion - The urban population makes up most of the country its inhabitants.  

 

(Wikipedia, 2016) *1 - Demographics 

(CBS, 2017) *2 

 

Economy 

  Georgia *1 Netherlands *2 

Currency Lari Euro 

Economic growth 2.8% 

  

0.9% 

GDP 16 billion USD 798.6 billion USD 

Per capit; $9,600.00 $47,355 

  Low level of economic diversification High level of economic diversification 

Unemployment rate 13.4% 6.9% 

  

Main conclusion – The level of economic diversification in the Netherlands is more appealing for organizations to exploit.  

 

(The Heritage Foundation, 2016)  *1 

(The Heritage Foundation, 2016)  *2 

 

Socially 

  Georgia Netherlands 

Religion 84% is orthodox Christian *1 51% is religious although it does not take a role in 

the communication of brands. *2 

Linguistically   5 different languages, Unique alphabet – one of 14 

independent alphabets in the world *1 

99% speaks Dutch and 94% governs a second 

language *3 
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Country  Conservative *5 Liberal 

Trends   Traditional food Biological / Organic / Health food trend *6 

   Importing is more important than exporting *4 Increase of foreign products *6 

 

Main conclusion – The Dutch inhabitants seem to enjoy biological, organic and healthy products, as well as import ‘special’ foreign products.   

(Every Culture, 2009) *1 

(Wikipedia, 2016) *2 - Religion 

(Wikipedia, 2016) *3 - Languages 

(Trading Economics, 2017) *4 

(CRRC, 2012) *5 

(Hemkes, 2016) *6 

 

Technology 

  Georgia *1 Netherlands  

 Internet access 45,5% 94%  *2 

Mobile internet access 22.4% 80% *3 

 

Main conclusion – There is an extremely high rate of people with internet access in the Netherlands. In fact, the Netherlands has the highest 

percentage of people with internet access in Europe.  

 

(Wikipedia, 2016) *1 – International ranking 

(CBS, 2011) *2 

(Oosterveer, 2015) *3 
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Ecology 

  Georgia *1 Netherlands *2 

 Country / Climate Wealth of agricultural and mineral resources Environmental and traditional production 

  High climate diversity Corporate social responsibility 

 

Main conclusion – Corporate social responsibility, value instead of profit. The environment is of utmost importance.  

(Every Culture, 2009) *1 

(MVO Nederland, 2016) *2 

 

Politically 

  Georgia *1 Netherlands *2 

 Polity  Democratic political system Democratic political system 

 Form of government Presidential republic Monarchy 

 

Main conclusion -  The only political difference is that the Netherlands is a monarchy instead of a presidential republic.  

(Every Culture, 2009) *1 

(Wikipedia, 2016) *2 – Political  
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2. About the market 
 

Because the brand Georgian Olive has the desire to penetrate and exploit a fairly unknown 

market, the Dutch- and the Georgian market have been compared in the macro analysis. We 

also know that the Georgian market is not as appealing to focus on as the Dutch market, as 

mentioned in the debriefing. The macro analysis has also taught us that the high level of 

economic diversification and the trend of the Dutch seeming to like healthy foreign products, 

which are two important factors to take into consideration. Although this might be true, it is still 

somewhat premature to state that the potential of this market will guarantee success. Hence, it 

is of utmost importance to gain a full understanding of the market that Georgian Olive is in fact 

planning on targeting; olive oil in the Netherlands. The obtained information from the following 

market analysis can in turn be used by Georgian Olive to make founded strategic decisions.  

The Dutch Market:  

Information provided by the International Olive Council in November 2014, shows that 16,000 

tons of olive oil was traded in the Netherlands. 

 €5,96 Average price of olive oil 2017 (CBS, 2016)  

 Revenue Olive Oil 34 Million (NRC, 2015) 

The Netherlands has no production environment: The drier the climate, 

and the lower the temperature, the stronger the flavour, and better returns in olive oil. 

Distribution: 

Most of the olive oil ends up by the consumers through supermarkets and specialized stores sell 

a minor part. Three wholesalers deliver most of the olive oil in hospitality industry. 

Supermarkets: 

 3060 supermarkets (Supermarkets, sd)  

 Turnover supermarkets 35,9 billion (CBS, 2016) 

 4 million customers are doing their groceries everyday 

Restaurants: 

 24.990 (CBS, 2016) 
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Consumer: 

 7.7 million households (PBL, 2016) 

 €2.021 average income 

The population of Georgia has a low disposable income which they cannot spend on products 

like olive oil. An average Georgian makes approximately €369 a month. (Geostat, 2016) With that 

salary there is not much more money left to spend on products that are not basic needs. (Fund, 

2015)  

 

Therefore olive oil is a shopping good which is difficult to obtain in Georgia and can only be 

purchased by people who have money to spend and want to make an effort to procure. This is 

completely opposite to the Dutch olive oil market where most of the households have olive oil 

in the kitchen, since it is not a huge effort to procure olive oil. In the Netherlands olive oil is a 

convenience good which can be purchased at any grocery store and speciality store. 

Regulation olive oil: 

The quality control of olive oil is commissioned by RVO.nl and carried out by the Dutch Food 

Safety Authority. Regulations (EC)no. 2568/91 are requirements for the characteristics of olive oil 

for the various categories of oils.  
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3. Competitive position  
Well-known brands in the olive oil market are using storytelling to promote their product. This is 

because it is a great way to stand out from generic products. Olive oil producers these days are 

using story branding to position them in the market as an authentic brand. Olive oil brands are 

using this type of communication to showcase that they are sustainable and socially involved. 

Olive oil brands are all communicating about the search of the origin and they show the 

advantages of the production process, less processed, lower acidity (extra verge) intense 

flavours or they tell about the country of origin. 

Bertolli 

The most well-known storytelling is the following story of the Bertolli website: 

"The story begins with Francesco Bertolli. In 1865, Francesco opened his own grocery store in the 

town of Lucca, in the Tuscan countryside, which is known for its beautiful rolling landscapes with 

villages and pine trees. 

Less than ten years later, the smart businessman opened the doors of his bank, "Francesco Bertolli 

Bank and Exchange. Most important task of the bank was to finance the growing number of 

emigrants who mostly emigrated to America. 

 Since the emigrants beautiful Mediterranean products they were accustomed missed in the United 

States, they asked Mr. Bertolli to send boxes with olive oil. But of course, "non è un problema!". 

And so Francesco Bertolli became the first exporter of olive oil 

The boats carrying oil from New York, Philadelphia and Chicago as quickly to the people of 

Canada and Australia. Everyone could use a crate! For cooking, dipping, baking and greasing. 

In the 50s and 60s there were different flavours of olive oil, including extra-light olive oil 

introduced. Bertolli olive oil was at the millennium being sold over 40 countries. 

 Not until 2013 Bertolli expanded its product range with pasta sauces and meal packages. Despite 

this growth the love of good food was never lost. Bertolli's success in a nutshell?  

He is always working with pure flavours straight from the Tuscan countryside. Because you can 

taste it! " 

The story of Bertolli is used in all their communication expressions, on television, in magazines 

and on radio. 

Competitors 

In the Netherlands there is no industrial production of olive oil. Importers, wholesalers, 

distribution centers and retailer import and distribute all olive oil. The mass finds its way to the 

consumer through supermarkets, three wholesalers deliver most of olive oil used in catering and 

specialty convert a small proportion of olive oil on the market. 
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The overall olive oil market consists of a relatively small number of genuine olive oil producers 

or brands. This is an opportunity which is also being noticed by supermarkets and therefore they 

offer a wide range of known brands such as Bertolli, Carbonell & Monini next to their own 

private label olive oil.  

Price 

Since the market in the Netherlands is viewed with great attractiveness (compared to Georgia), 

we have mapped the prices of main competitors. 

In the overview the biggest brands with their average selling prices in the supermarkets with the 

largest market shares are shown. 

The latest known figures from Central Bureau of Statistics, the average price of olive oil in the 

Netherlands is € 5.96. Especially in the past four years there was a rising development in the 

price of olive oil. In 2011 the average price of oil was still at € 4.59. (CBS, 2016) 

With the collected data we have processed the information in a positioning cross. The main 

pillars of this cross; the degree of distribution compared to the average market price by brand. 

The basis of this positioning cross is to create sense on how brands are trying to position on the 

olive oil market. 

The positioning cross shows that the biggest olive oil brands strongly anticipate a higher price 

with a fairly extensive distribution policy. And an analysis of the data revealed that Bertolli offers 

three (standard) olive oils but through different supermarkets. Albert Heijn does not sell the 

same oil as Jumbo or Deen. 

  
Supermarkets mainly see their market share in the use of low pricing and choose automatically 

with their number of stores for intensive distribution with strong low-budget oil. 

A complete overview of all prices and price developments can be found in the attachments. 
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4. Cultural comparison 

As the briefing, macro- and meso analysis showed that the Netherlands is an attractive market 

for olive oil it is important to keep in mind the culture of the Netherlands as well as the cultural 

differences between Georgia and the Netherlands to create tailored communication. In this 

chapter we describe the cultures using different models and theory. 

“Culture is to society what memory is to individuals” - Marieke de Mooij 

Desk research: Hofstede’s 6D-model 
The six dimensions of national culture are based on research by Professor Geert Hofstede, Gert 

Jan Hofstede, Michael Minkov and their research teams. In the 6D model it is possible to 

represent the preferences of countries compared to each other (Geert Hofstede, 2011). Using 

the model six different culture aspects are measured: Power Distance, Individualism, Masculinity, 

Uncertainty avoidance, Long term orientation & Indulgence. 

Unfortunately, information about the Georgian culture misses in the 6D-model, making it harder 

to compare The Netherlands and Georgia. But as seen in the table below a conclusion which 

might be useful for the communication is that the Dutch are individualistic, they want to 

differentiate from the group. Although the individualism is paradoxical to the general goal seen 

among Dutch citizens to belong within a group.  

 

 

Figure 1 Cultural differences between Georgia and the Netherlands using the 6D-model by Hofstede. (Geert Hofstede, 

2011). 

  

0
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90

6 dimensional model - Hofstede

Netherlands Georgia

 

Netherlands Georgia 

Power Distance 38 - 

Individualism 80 - 

Masculinity 14 - 

Uncertainty 
avoidance 53 32 

Long term oriented 67 38 

Indulgence 68 32 
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Online qualitative research 

As we couldn’t find the relevant data using desk research and we thought it would be important 

to experience the Georgian culture ourselves. To do this we watched multiple documentaries 

about Georgia but more importantly we introduced ourselves to 15 Georgians via social media 

(Instagram & Facebook). This gave us the opportunity to speak to different types of people, 

from different age groups and made us understand the Georgian culture.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Results from online qualitative research 

The results amazed us as Georgians are very open 

and keen to tell about their culture. From every 

conversation the main thing which came out was 

that Georgians love their culture. To validate our 

findings, we contacted a Georgian Marketing Master 

Student from the Tbilisi State University and she 

confirmed that she believed that Georgians are 

proud of their culture. 

“YES you are right, we are proud of our culture, 

nature and food.”  

Nino Gzirishvili, Georgian Marketing Master student 

We believe this conclusion led us in the direction 

which we took which can be read in the strategy and 

conceptual development.  

  Figure 3 Part of a Facebook messenger conversation with 

a Georgian woman who moved to the Netherlands. 

Figure 2  Here are some Instagram messages about culture from people living in Georgia. 
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Eating culture 
Below is a graphical overview of typical Dutch and 

Georgian meals. In both countries cola is the most 

consumed soda drink. Next to this, both countries 

drink a lot of water, in the Netherlands we drink 

tap water, in Georgia bottled water. Both the 

Dutch as Georgians like coffee, according to the 

Financial (2014) Georgia has the highest coffee 

consumption per capita. 

Next to this, Georgia is well known for their red 

wine while the Netherlands is known from its 

beers like Heineken. The Dutch have a tradition of eating chocolate sprinkles on their bread in 

the morning and/or lunch. Furthermore, they eat sandwiches with cheese, meat, peanut butter 

and other sandwich spreads. While the national Dutch cuisine consists of potato’s, vegetables 

(carrots/peas/etc.) and meat (typically a meat ball/sausage/steak), the Dutch also eat a lot of 

dishes from other cuisines. The Italian kitchen is very popular in the Netherlands as well as 

‘simple’ eastern recipes with e.g. rice, chicken and Asian sauce from a jar called ‘Chicken tonight’. 

 Dutch Georgia 

Breakfast 7:00 AM 7:00 AM 

Lunch 12:00 – 13:00 AM 13:00 – 14:30 AM 

Diner 17:00 – 19:00 PM 18:00 – 20:00 PM 
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Dutch culture characteristics: direct & international 
There are quite some preconceptions about the Dutch culture. A lot of people know the 

Netherlands because they heard that prostitutes and weed are legal or that the countries prime 

color is orange and that we have windmills, great cheese and clogs. But in the next part we will 

go in depth about the Dutch culture and give you more insight on the true Dutch culture.  

As the Dutch have a religious protestant background from 1600 till the 20th century they still 

have a Calvinistic background due to their ancestors’ way of life. The word Calvinistic has 

multiple interpretations. The Dutch are known for Calvinistic character traits such as modest 

behavior, modest in showing emotion and being sober; not showing their success too much to 

the outside world. If you have a lot of money or possessions, then Dutch act like this is not 

important to them although they want to feel wealthy, which could be useful within the 

communication (Wikipedia, 2016). 

Cut to the chase 

The Dutch have earned themselves a reputation for being incurably outspoken. Speech is almost 

always straightforward and context-driven, meaning that they use short sentences with clear 

goals and messages. The mentality as described above is caused by numerous reasons. First of 

all, people are so busy that they live with their diary, most Dutch plan evenings with friends or 

family weeks advance.  

Internationally oriented 

The Dutch are known for travelling and trading around the world for centuries. As described in 

the macro analysis, the Netherlands earn most of their money via export and import a lot of 

‘special’ foreign products. Among with the high immigration level this makes the Dutch culture 

open to different cultures and makes them internationally oriented.  

Focus on healthy & biological food 

One of the conclusions in the macro analysis supports the Dutch mind set on the world. Namely, 

that there is a trend in the Netherlands which makes biological, organic and healthy products 

attractive to people. In the past few years there where multiple food frauds, e.g. a meat scandal 

in which supermarkets sold horse meat labeled as minced cow, meet leading people to choose 

for more biological food. Next to this, there are a lot of blogs on healthy & ‘Super food’. On 

Instagram young adults use the following tags to show their healthy life style:  

#glutenfree #healthyliving #lunchbox #mealprep #fitchick #eatcleantraindirty #weightloss 

#healthyeating #healthylifestyle #fitgirls #fitnessfor #healthyfood #superfood #healthydinner 

#homemade #foodlover #foodpic #lunch 
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Do’s and don’ts / Tips & Tricks in The Netherlands  

Dutch Do’s 

1. In the Netherlands, when someone is introduced to you, he/she will shake hands with 

you and state his/her name. Upon leaving, you shake hands again and thank the person 

in question for the visit /meeting.  

2. Dutch people are quick to start calling people by their first name. When you meet 

someone in the Netherlands, you generally call them sir or madam, but soon enough 

people will ask you to just call them by their first name. 

3. In The Netherlands, food plays a smaller role in hospitality than in many other countries. 

It is not considered imperative for making someone feel welcome.  

4. The Dutch love to celebrate their birthdays in a grand style. They invite all kinds of 

people to their birthday parties; family and friends, neighbors, relations and relatives and 

sometimes colleagues.  

5. You might find the custom of social kissing a bit over the top, the Dutch, however, do it 

frequently. Mind you, it is only done amongst people who know each other rather well. 

People kiss each other on the cheeks two or three times, every time they meet. This is 

not compulsory. If you do not want to be kissed, just extend your hand for a handshake. 

(Expatcentreleiden, 2016) 

6. A waiter or waitress is beckoned by raising a hand, making eye contact, and calling ober 

(waiter) or mevrouw (madam) without raising one's voice. 

7. Before drinking an alcoholic beverage, the Dutch typically say proost(cheers) while 

touching each other’s glasses.  

8. The Dutch typically eat potatoes with vegetables and some meat for dinner.  

9. Enjoying lunch or dinner with a (male or female) friend will often end in going Dutch 

splitting the bill. When you go out for a meal, the bill is generally picked up by the 

person who has invited the other. 

10. When eating at a restaurant, it is normal to give a 10% tip for the waiter. 

Dutch Don’ts 

1. Do not show up at birthdays or other occasions uninvited.  

2. In Dutch we do not use titles when talking to people. In writing, you can state a title, 

but this is only done in official letters. 

3. In most Dutch companies there is a sense hierarchy. Do no not address your employer 

the same as co-workers.  

4. The Dutch generally avoid superlatives. 

5. When going to a party make sure you do not have only have contact with the persons 

you already know but make sure to properly greet everybody. 

6. Do not avoid eye contact 

7. Don’t just drop by make sure you make an appointment.  

8. When you are not experienced with cycling, do not ride a bicycle in busy areas, like cities. 
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9. Do not start eating if other people did not already get their food. Everyone starts eating 

at the same time. 

10.  Do not start eating before saying ‘eet smakelijk’ (enjoy your meal). 

Do’s and don’ts in Georgia 
Georgian Do’s  

1. Visit the nature 

2. Woman: cover head, Men: uncover head when visiting a church 

3. Be direct in turning down men 

4. Learn Mkhedruli (Georgian alphabet) 

5. Accept invitations for home meals 

6. Shake hands while saying Gamarjoba 

7. Address people with their title and surname 

8. Give an odd number of flowers (even is for funerals) 

9. Bring a gift for the host of a meal 

10. Keep eye contact throughout a discussion 

Georgian Don’ts  

1. Kissing in public 

2. Don’t talk about politics 

3. Woman: do not smoke outside when you are alone when not in the capital 

4. Use a cab with broken windshield 

5. Don’t drink when it makes you violent 

6. Don’t pretend you can out drink them 

7. Turn down a eat/drink 

8. Don’t identify as LGBTQ 

9. Show of your tattoos 

10. Don’t make “your mom” jokes 

Culture conclusion 

The Dutch are internationally focused and love to experience different cultures. Georgians are 

proud of their culture, food and nature, they love to share it with others. 
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5.  Target group 
 

It is a fact that the target group is an important part of the formed strategy as all marketing 

communication efforts have to be geared towards this selective group. This group should ideally 

represent what Georgian Olive stands for and how the brand wants to position itself.  

As the olive oil industry is somewhat saturated and difficult to penetrate, especially in the lower 

segment which is currently being dominated by huge international organizations. Hence, this 

lower segment of the market will not be targeted by Georgian Olive. The higher segment of the 

market; price premium, which has a few strong players but is not as saturated as the lower 

segment will be Georgian Olive its focus. With the higher premium part off the industry being 

the segment where Georgian Olive will emphasize on, it is now time to apply a focus on this 

segment to decide who will actually be the target group.  

Due to the expected production being close to 40.000 liters of extra virgin oil, it cannot yet focus 

on mass production and export, the market first needs to be penetrated and its brand name 

having taken a firm place amongst other players. Thus the limited distribution needs to be 

handled efficiently and effectively to ensure maximum capitalization and brand awareness. As 

brand awareness is key in the process of entering the market, the marketing communication can 

be seen as pertinent to achieving this goal. That is why the target group has been split up into 

two main groups; respectively the procurer’s and owners of specialty stores & top restaurants 

and a selective group of women. 

 

Good restaurants and delicacy stores – Professionals  

Because of the limited production and distribution of Georgian Olive in the first year, it is 

pertinent to not directly focus on the B2C market yet. It is very difficult to reach the masses in 
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the first years, when brand awareness is low and the marketing communication budget is 

limited. Especially with other brands currently dominating the market. Hence, a way to ensure 

the market is being penetrated in a highly effective way without having to spend large amounts 

on communication efforts, is to focus on the professionals. The professionals are considered as 

the innovators from the innovation adoption curve created by Mr. Rogers (On Digital Marketing, 

2017). This group consists of restaurant chefs / owners, procurers / owners of delicacy stores 

and olive oil connoisseurs.  

RESTAURANTS  DELICACY STORES 

BAUT AMSTERDAM MEEUWIG & ZN.  

C AMSTERDAM OLIVES & MORE 

FISH & MORE OIL & VINEGAR 

MARKTHALLEN LOEKIE AMSTERDAM 

 

Because the product life cycle starts with this 

relatively small group, efforts to target them is 

considered as difficult but fairly cost effective.  

With Georgian Olive its product superiority in mind, 

it should make this task somewhat easier as the 

product pretty much sells itself. When this selective 

group has been convinced of the taste and aroma 

of the product, it is time to launch an up scaled 

marketing communication campaign to reach the 

other part of the target group.  

Selective group of women – Home cooks / Burgundians 

The other important part of the target group for Georgian Olive will be a selective group of 

women who love to watch home cooking shows, like 24Kitchen, and in addition like to read 

food blogs, like Elle Eten and MissFromage. This group of woman are considered as 

Burgundians and enjoy cooking and eating healthy food and like to drink good wine. These 

women are between 25 and 60 years old, are considered as middle- to high class and semi-

professionals. As the macro analysis describes, this is a group who like to take part in the 

biological, organic, healthy food trend and like to consume foreign products.  

 

After having targeted the innovators, it is time 

to invest in marketing communication efforts 

to reach these semi-professional home cooks, 

who are reflected as the early adopters. This 

group will be targeted at the same time as the 

professionals, as the early adopters are also 
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seen as influential people who can trigger word of mouth promotion. These women mainly 

influence people who share their passion for food.  

The masses 

This largest group as described in the meso, can be targeted when production and distribution 

have been scaled up and can now be sold to the mass consumer market after having concurred 

the B2B and ‘specialty’ B2C market. As a result, Georgian Olive can finally become what it has set 

out to be, which is a high end and luxurious olive oil who will now compete with long 

established brands to reach into kitchens of consumers who appreciate a fine extra virgin olive 

oil.   

Conclusion of the target group 

There are three main target groups. As described in the cultural comparison they all have a 

international focus as it is part of the culture. Whilst they all prefer healthy food below is the 

main focus for each target group. 

   

Chef / Olive oil connoisseur  Burgundian Masses 

30-60 years old 25-60 years old 25-80 years old 

Males Female Males & females 

Focus on quality Focus on added value Focus on trend 

Reached via food events Reached via TV / blogs Reached via mass 

advertising & supermarkets 
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6. Marketing communication strategy 
Key points of the strategy 

As the target group analysis pointed out, it is important to add value to the product in order to 

make the Georgian oil stand out. For that reason, we describe the marketing communication 

strategy within this chapter. 

The mission & vision statement 

At this point in time the company does not have a mission and vision statement while this is 

utmost important. The vision and mission statements helps to translate the objectives of the 

organization into work structures and to create a consequent communication style. Therefore, 

we created a clear mission and vision statement for the company.  

Mission 

Our mission is to introduce the beautiful olive oil and culture of Georgia in The Netherlands. It is 

our personal quest to show people how a magnificent olive oil can bring a taste sensation to 

any dish. 

 

Vision 

• People: We want to create a safe and nice environment for the Georgian people to work and 

inspire them to make the best olive oil in the world and share the Georgian culture with 

the world.  

• Partners: We want to help our partners to successfully introduce the Georgian culture and 

make them experience the kindness and honesty of Georgia as well in order to 

constantly add value for the end customers. 

• Health: Next to letting customers enjoy the great taste of Georgian Olive and being 

introduced to the Georgian culture, we also want to make them aware of the many 

health benefits of olive oil.  

• Productivity: We invest in new innovative ways to stay efficient, flexible, lean and mean as an 

organization. So we can jump into new trends and developments quickly. 

 

Combine product leadership with customer intimacy 

There are some key points why Georgian Olive should have a 

firm strategic focus. The advantages of their strategy are: 

- well founded investment decisions 

- better coordination and monitoring 

- improved exploitation of the market 

The above mentioned benefits are only a couple of examples 

of the many benefits of the following strategy as formed for 

Georgian Olive. To give their strategy some structure and a 

solid foundation to build on, the strategic model of Treacy & Wiersema has been chosen.  
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Georgian Olive. The Nespresso in the olive oil branch  

Our strategy for Georgian Olive is wanting to make the product ‘sexy’. What Nespresso did with 

coffee is what we would like to do with olive oil. 

We want to master the quality of olive oil by perfecting every step between the manufacturer in 

Georgia and the end consumer in The Netherlands. We want to work on creating the best 

product possible (product leadership), and communicating this intensively towards the end 

consumer. We want to communicate the message that if you want to buy the best olive oil, then 

you have to buy Georgian olive oil, and not some brand from Italy or France. Later in the 

communication at creative development, we will explain more about how we would like to 

accomplish this.  

‘’Olive oil is at the heart of all we do. Yet consumer pleasure is why we do it’’ 

 

Treacy & Wiersema model 

A short explanation of the model. With value discipline a company can distinguish itself from the 

competitors and determine their strategy. An important aspect of the model is that a company 

has to excel at least one out of the three value discipline which are: product leadership, 

customer intimacy and operational excellence. Choosing one out the three would result in 

excelling in the one you have chosen and thus distinguish yourself from the competitors.  

 

However, after analyzing the market and the competitors we think it would best to focus on two 

value disciplines. This is called ‘Master of Two’ and was actually described by Treacy & Wiersema 

in their book, which came out in 1995. 

 

Master of Two  

‘’While market leader typically excel at one discipline, a few maverick companies have gone 

further by mastering two. In doing so, they have resolved the inherent tensions between the 

operating model that each value discipline demands’’ (Treacy & Wiersema,1995) 

Product leadership is all about creating the highest quality olive oil. Customer intimacy is all 

about creating long-lasting consumer relationships. When the strategy of Georgian olive is 

worked out well the result will be sustainable business success. 

 

 

 

 

The 

communication strategy  

Creating the 
highest 

quality olive 
oil

Creating 
long-lasting 
consumer 

relationships

Creating 
sustainable 

business 
success
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For the communication strategy we are going to use the AIDA model while using the model of 

Treacy & Wiersema as a foundation. In order to achieve several quantitative marketing 

objectives which Georgian Olive is yet to set, the advertorial and communicational campaign 

should already spark cognitive behavior in the form of attention and affective behavior in the 

form of interest and desire. 

 

Attention & Interest  

We want to use product leadership in the 

cognitive stage (attention). Product leadership is 

all about producing the best product. We would 

like to position the olive oil as a high-end 

product. In our communication we are going to 

stress the fact that the best olive oil that you can 

buy in the supermarket, is Georgian Olive. We 

want to create attention and interest by among 

other things sell the oil in beautifully designed, premium looking bottles. More on this later at 

creative development. 

 

Desire 

For the desire stage in the AIDA model we would want to use customer intimacy.  

With customer intimacy it’s all about the relationship with the customer. We want to 

communicate a passion for quality, innovation and privileged relationships with consumers. At 

this is point in time, if compared to the Mediterranean countries, The Netherlands does not use 

a lot of olive oil (Centrafoods, 2016).  

Most consumers from The Netherlands are not aware of the health benefits like being effective 

fighting diseases like cancer and type two diabetes (Olive Oil Times, 2016). We would like to 

change the attitude of consumers in The Netherlands towards olive oil. Make them more aware 

of the health benefits, also the more innocent benefits, like being good for your skin (Dr. 

Edward, 2015). As described in the macro analysis there is huge trend ongoing in regards to 

healthy, biologic food. We can definitely make use of this. 

Advertising objectives  

- Realize 50,000 interactions regarding initial food blog 

- Organize three “Georgian Olive” events in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Utrecht 

- Launch a selective advertising campaign in the Netherlands  

o Realize at least 25.000 viewers on 24kitchen 

o Reach 100.000 interactions on several (social) media  

The new advertising campaign will be rolled out with the main purpose of creating awareness 

for the Georgian Olive brand as a premium and high end product. Both described groups will be 

targeted in the Netherlands to ensure AIDA will be achieved.   
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Simply by virtue of the fact that the target groups are not using specific types of media due to 

the age difference, Georgian Olive must not focus on only traditional media or social media, but 

effectively spread its focus.  

Communication 

- Ensure brand awareness in the Netherlands 

- Increased product knowledge amongst the target groups  

Firstly, in order to achieve several quantitative marketing objectives which Georgian Olive is yet 

to set, the advertorial and communicational campaign should already spark cognitive behavior 

in the form of attention and affective behavior in the form of interest and desire. 

Secondly, a larger group of ambassadors are needed to enable word of mouth promotion to do 

its work. The innovators and early adopters as described in the target group are considered a 

necessity for the organization to further expand on its ambassadors, who can positively affect 

the revenue stream of the organization.  

Lastly, the new organizational strategy of communicating Georgian Olive’s product leadership 

by using customer intimacy is key to the organization’s future success. Due to the organization 

targeting a ‘new’ market and them having to deal with several cultural differences, the 

communication needs to be adopted to the local market by using the analysis in this plan.  

The actions 

Marketing / Company 

Because the marketing and organizational focused objectives have been incorporated in the 

company’s strategic plan, they have not been incorporated in this report. The marketing 

objectives mainly focus on quantitative results regarding increased revenue and profit and 

reduced operational costs.  

Instruments and media  

Because Georgian Olive has the desire to exploit a new market which is considered as unknown 

territory, it has to completely adapt the communication to the local culture, without losing its 

Georgian characteristics and pride. This is why standardization is impossible for this campaign. 

To enable success Georgian Olive needs to be very selective, effective and efficient in using 

certain instruments and media. Especially because they are dealing with a limited marketing 

budget. The following instruments will allow the organization to reach the described target 

groups and exploit the Dutch market in an effective way.  

 PR: Georgian Olive should be well aware of the usefulness and power of public relations. 

If used well, it can easily accomplish the brand awareness the organization is after, which 

is exactly the purpose of the described strategy.  
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 Advertising: Especially when focusing on the semi-professionals; the group of women 

who are also known as home cooks and Burgundians, advertising can be a decisive 

instrument. Traditional media like television and magazines, but also blogs will be used 

to achieve product knowledge amongst this target group.  

 

 Events: An event will allow for Georgian Olive to target a very specific group and to 

engage with them on a personal level. This potential bond with consumer and / or 

strategic partner could be key to successfully exploiting the targeted market. There is no 

better market research tool than an in depth conversation / interview with a stakeholder 

at an event. This is the basis of long lasting strategic relationships. 

 

 Direct Marketing: Allowing Georgian Olive to have access to its target groups is of 

utmost importance. Thus, they will use direct marketing communication as an instrument 

to target their potential customers. An application form to become a Georgian Olive 

member / ambassador as part of the newly designed website during the event, will allow 

the organization to gather this pertinent information.   

 

 Sales Promotions: A custom sales promotion will be primarily used as a promotional 

gift to start off brand awareness and product knowledge amongst the target group. It 

will also allow the organization to send these gifts to targeted customers, like the 

innovators as described as the professionals in the target group.  

Media for the used instruments 

 Press release: A press release will be published to make the innovators and early 

adopters aware of the “Georgian Launch Party”. It will firstly define Georgian Olive its 

product leadership by explaining why the taste is so exquisite and smooth and how it will 

compete with long established brands like Bertolli and Carbonel. Secondly, it will publish 

three dates and locations in three major cities in the Netherlands where the “Georgian 

Launch Party” will be given.  

Associated costs:  €295 + €1 per address (Prijzen, 2017) 

 

 TV, Magazines, Blog: Traditional media like television and magazines will have to be 

used as part of Georgian Olive its advertising campaign. Especially the target group that 

focusses on a selective group of woman has a very wide age spread. Not only because of 

the age, but simply by virtue of the fact that within this industry social media campaigns 

are not considered as effective, traditional media have to be exploited. Hence, using a 

television program like 24kitchen and a magazine like Linda are considered as 

indispensable. Below you will find pertinent information regarding 24kitchen’s reach and 

interactions with potential consumers:  
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The statistics prove that 24kitchen would 

be perfect to target the unique consumers 

of Georgian Olive. Additionally, one of 

24kitchen’s key characteristics is that the 

chefs not only give tips regarding specific 

products, they describe the products in 

depth and also mention the country of origin. (Semilo, 2016) 

 

Besides these traditional media, there is one type of media which cannot be perceived as 

traditional; blogs. A lot of women as defined in the target group read food blogs. The 

trend of organic, biological, healthy and foreign products is being described frequently 

in these blogs, and that is why these blogs are very well in reaching the target group.  

Associated costs:  24Kitchen:  €10.000   

   Magazine:  €13.499 

   Blog:   €3.000 + €1.000 app + €500 adm. Cost 

(Linda, 2017) 

 Website: A brand new state of the art website will not only further communicate 

Georgian Olive’s premium feel, it will also allow the customers to register and place their 

orders, view videos of how the oil is produced and how to find upcoming events, stores 

and restaurants where Georgian Olive can be found.  

Associated costs WordPress standard: €2500 

Associated costs custom build: €5000 

(Falkenberg, 2017) 

 Event: This might well be the most important part of the marketing communicational 

campaign and is seen as an instrument and a type of media. The constructive feedback, 

strategic relationships and enthusiasm obtained from the hosted events can be used to 

take founded strategic decisions. The “Georgian Launch Party” will invite specific 

innovators from top restaurants and owners of premium delicacy stores who can 

influence the rest of the market to start using the Georgian Olive as a standard. 

Associated costs:  €3000 - €4000 (estimated) 

 Promotional give away: A Georgian Starter pack will be handed out and send to the 

target group in order for the consumer to project oneself into a Georgian life, making 

them feel almost or just as proud and thankful for the culture and products of Georgia.  

Associated costs:  €15 per kit x 100 (estimated) 
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7. Creative development 
Georgians love their culture. So why only sell Olive Oil, when you can bring the 

entire Georgian life style to the Netherlands? 

As a premium brand Georgian Olive should focus on enriching the level of self-

actualization from the Maslow Pyramid. Like explained at the target groups & cultural 

comparison, Dutch people like to think that they are internationally oriented & open 

minded towards different cultures. In the shops it is already possible to buy starter packs 

for making e.g. a ‘real’ Moroccan couscous dish, including a recipe and all the 

ingredients. Georgian Olive can help them enrich their boundaries by offering them a 

full Georgian experience. We suggest to implement the 

following: 

Bottle design: The bottle as a collector’s item 

As the taste of the oil is of high quality, so should the bottle 

design be. The only differentiator for the eye is the product 

packaging. In the Dutch supermarkets & in the olive oil stores 

all the bottles of olive oil look almost the same. Although this 

makes it easier to recognize the olive oil, this is also a possibility 

to stand out of the crowd. Next to this, it makes it possible to 

create an entire experience making the bottle a collector’s item, 

or at least something which is so pretty that people feel that 

they don’t want to throw it away.  

Some key points for the bottle design: 

1. Make sure that the color of the olive oil is visible. 

2. Make it possible to easily remove paper labels, but make 

a clear mark within the bottle design.  

If people can easily remove the paper labels they will be more 

likely to keep the bottle and buy another one or suggest it to 

their friends. Here are some example shapes which might work: 
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Label design: The label as a cultural enrichment tool 

Most of the olive oils in the store have texts about how good their oil is. But to 

complement the Georgian experience it should be key to teach people how to have the 

perfect experience using Georgian Olive. Therefore, we have multiple ideas: 

Front Bottle label design  

1. Make Georgian Olive stand out, make it clear that it is not the regular Italian oil 

which everyone is familiar with but that it is special because it’s from Georgia. 

2. Leave enough blank space on the bottles front to enable people to see the olive 

oil. 

Back bottle label design 

1. Explain that Georgians spend a lot of quality time with each other during lunch 

and dinner. 

“How do Georgians use Olive Oil? 

At Lunch: In Georgia we love to eat fresh salads to energize ourselves. Instead of 

using unhealthy sauces like mayonnaise we bring salads alive with nice olive oil. 

At Dinner: When we eat with friends and family, which we do a lot, we love to add 

fine Extra Virgin Olive Oil to complement the taste of bread with rosemary & salt. 

As a Snack: Did you know that Extra Virgin Olive Oil is made by simply crushing 

olives? That is why we use it as a healthy snack to go along a nice red wine and 

baguette when you’re with your partner or friends.” 

  

2. On the back there should be an explainer to reuse the bottle. 

“TIP: You can easily pull down the label to use the bottle as a  

flower bottle, to store your spices or use it as a water carafe.” 

 

3. Around the neck or on the cap of the bottle it should say Olive  

Oil from Georgia but written in Georgian to give it an extra  

cultural element: “ზეითუნის ზეთი საქართველო” 

The label to point out healthiness 

As described in the macro, target group & cultural comparison there  

is a big interest in healthy food. Therefore, on the back label it should  

be made clear that Georgian Olive is a healthy choice. 
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8. Timeline 

Steps to launch 

1. Website, blogs & reviews 

In order to reach the first target group, the professionals, the first step is to get a 

website, blogs & reviews on the Georgian olive oil. It has to be qualified as ‘the best 

olive oil’ from a country which is warm, open and loves quality time with friends, family, 

food & wine.  On the website there should be a subscribe form to retrieve the mail 

addresses from people with interest in the olive oil. Keep in mind that the blogs should 

focus on the next step, a food event, which is the best way to reach this target group. 

In the Netherlands there is a platform called Bloggers Network, they allow you to reach 

out to influential Dutch bloggers. By sending those bloggers an example of the 

Georgian Olive, along with a guide how to make the perfect evening this will definitely 

retrieve nice reviews. Make sure that the blogs contain the Georgian Launch party date 

& location. 

2. Georgian Launch party 

In the beginning all communication should focus on a Georgian style launch party to 

trigger the prime target group, the professionals as well as the Burgundians. To do this, 

it is important to have a central location, e.g. an olive oil store in Amsterdam. At this 

location there should be live Georgian music, an exposition of a Georgian artist and/or 

photograph. Perhaps even invite the Georgian ambassador to open the party and invite 

Georgians who migrated to the Netherlands to attend the event. The most important 

thing, make sure there is plenty of Georgian meals (Churchkhela, Khinkali, salads, etc.). 

Give people trays of baguettes and salads with a Georgian style bowl containing the 

olive oil. Announce the Georgian Olive oil and explain to the audience that you want to 

promote Georgia and introduce your culture and healthy olive oil. At the event it is also 

important to include food bloggers and reporters. The event should take place on a 

Saturday noon, making it possible to attract pedestrians on the street to the store with 

the music and atmosphere. The event should be captured by professional 

photographers & a video reporter. The goal of the event should be to attract 

professionals (restaurant owners, chefs, etc.). 
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3. Launch of Georgian starter pack in olive & bio stores 

After the event launch a Georgian starter pack in olive & bio stores to reach the home 

cooks & Burgundians. Seek out a partnership with a producer of e.g. Churchkhela and 

preferably a red wine from Georgia or even Chacha. Put a description in the starter pack 

on how to create the perfect evening and a list of ingredients which they have to add 

(like fresh baguette). This kind of introduction already works in Manhattan where they 

love the Georgian cuisine (the Washington Post, 2015). 

4. Product placement in 24Kitchen 

When the Georgian starter pack is in the shops it is time to launch a promotion 

campaign. To do this it could be useful to plug a Georgian meal within a television 

cooking show like 24Kitchen. During this show it is possible to create e.g. Khinkali with 

Khachapuri Adjaruli. Alongside serve a crispy fresh salad with Georgian Olive, and a 

Chuchkhela, which is available within the starters pack. 

5. Advertorial in magazines & online 

As soon as the Georgian starter pack is available it is time to launch advertorials in 

(online) magazines which reach home cooks & Burgundians. The advertisements should 

contain a description of the Georgian culture as well as a description on how to 

experience the Georgian culture at home. 
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9. Conclusion and recommendation 
 

Georgian Olive is a manufacturer and supplier of olive oil from the beautiful country of Georgia. 

It would like to export its product to the Netherlands. In the conclusion we sum up the key 

points of the plan. 

 

What does the organization need to do to ensure success in this tough and competitive 

environment?  

 

Analysis  

The key points of the analysis in the macro environment are as following: 

 The level of economic diversification in the Netherlands is more appealing for Georgian 

Olive 

 Dutch inhabitants seem to enjoy biological, organic and healthy products, as well as 

import ‘special’ foreign products 

 There is an extremely high rate of people with internet access in the Netherlands. In fact, 

the Netherlands has the highest percentage of people with internet access in Europe 

Strategy  

The key points of the strategy are as following: 

 Use the theoretic model of Treacy & Wiersema as the strategy of the company 

 Use the AIDA theoretic model as the foundation of the communication strategy 

 Create a mission and vision 

 

Georgian Oil does not have a mission and a vision at this point in time. Creating a mission, 

vision and strategy is extremely important for numerous reasons. The foundation of the 

company needs to be solid, in order to build the communication strategy for the Netherlands.  

 

Integrate the AIDA model in the strategy of Treacy & Wiersema  

In short, it is recommended to let the communication strategy intergrade with the company 

strategy.  

Attract and interest the customer by using the principles of product leadership. Multiple things 

have been described at creative development for example selling the oil in beautifully designed, 

premium looking bottles. Then make the customer desire the product through customer 

intimacy. Georgian Oil should communicate a passion for quality, innovation and privileged 

relationships with consumers. Focus on communicating the health aspect of the olive oil to 

really trigger consumers into wanting to buy the product. 
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Target group 

Due to the expected production being close to 40.000 liters of extra virgin oil, it cannot yet focus 

on mass production and export, the market first needs to be penetrated and its brand name 

having taken a firm place amongst other players. For the target group focus on smaller groups 

like restaurant and delicacy stores, small select group of man and women who really look 

cooking at first. Create brand awareness, scale up the production level of olive oil and then go 

for the masses. Without the brand awareness it is almost impossible to penetrate the market, 

because of competitors that have been active for such a long time. Chances are that Georgian 

Olive will face brand parity problems if it focuses on the masses to soon. 

 

Communication objectives  

 Realize 50,000 interactions regarding initial food blog 

 Organize three “Georgian Olive” events in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Utrecht 

 Launch a selective advertising campaign in the Netherlands  

 Realize at least 25.000 viewers on 24kitchen 

 Reach 100.000 interactions on several (social) media  

In order for Georgian Olive to achieve the set objectives the organization must use the below 

described instruments and media as part of the strategy. To reach the target groups the 

following instruments and media have carefully been chosen to make the best impact per target 

group. 

 

Instruments and media  

 

Advertising 

 To target the small select group of woman and man who are considered Burgundians it is 

recommended to use traditional media instruments like TV and magazines. These groups really 

enjoy cooking and they are also watch cooking related programs like 24 kitchen. 24 kitchen 

would be the perfect program for product placement. Also they read cooking related magazines 

and are active on certain food blogs. Therefore, traditional instrument like TV and magazines will 

be most effective. 

Events  

For the chefs and olive oil connoisseurs we are going to throw a Georgian launch party. The goal 

Instrument  Media  Target Group 

 

Events Georgian launch party Chefs /  Olive oil 

connaisseurs 

Advertising  TV, magazines and blogs  Burgundians  

Direct marketing  Website  The Masses  
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is to target this specific group on a personal level. Also to potentially bond with a consumer and 

/ or strategic partner. This could be the start of a long term (strategic) relationship. Examples are 

the Georgian ambassador, who could open the event. Or other Georgians who could be a 

partner or ambassadors of the brand.  

Website  

One of the more important media is the website. A brand new state of the art website will not 

only further communicate Georgian Olive’s premium feel, it will also allow the customers to 

register and place their orders, view videos of how the oil is produced and how to find 

upcoming events, stores and restaurants where Georgian Olive can be found. This will be the 

media that is going to be used to reach the masses. 

10. Communication objectives evaluation 

Last but not least a reflection and evaluation of the communication objectives that are set up for 

Georgian Oil: 

 Realize 50,000 interactions regarding initial food blog 

Georgian oil should use bloggers network. A network that is reaching out to influential 

bloggers in regards to a subject like cooking or olive oil. With the use of influential 

bloggers 50.000 interactions should be realistic. This can easily be monitored with 

software like google analytics.  

 Organize three “Georgian Olive” events in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Utrecht 

The events must be carefully planned. Do not do them all at the same time. Learn from 

each event to improve the next one. Set a target per event how many appointments 

Georgian Oil should make with potential strategic partners.  

 Launch a selective advertising campaign in the Netherlands  

The selective advertising campaign will be the product placement in 24 kitchen. 

 Realize at least 25.000 viewers on 24kitchen 

Lately 24 kitchen is getting are attracting a lot of viewers. The show has its highest 

market share ever right now and they have about a million views per week 

(mediamagazine,2016). 25.000 viewers are therefore really realistic.  

 Reach 100.000 interactions on several (social) media  

After going online we have to analyze how fast the consumers are going to jump into 

the trend of olive oil. Based on this we should make a proper timeline to reach the goal 

of 100.000 interactions. With the chosen media like TV and magazine, chances are that 

Georgian oil is going to get picked up by other media and this will rapidly increase 

interactions. 
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Appendix 

Georgian Launch Event 

 

In order to make the potential success of the events more tangible, we decided to provide some 

insight into the potential by adding a list of strategic partners of Meeuwig & Zn.  

As this is only one of many delicacy stores, the sheer potential of the Dutch market has been 

made more insightful.  

Stores 

 Aan tafel!, Beverwijk www.beverwijkaantafel.nl 

 Abraham Kef, Amsterdam www.abrahamkef.nl 

 Bij Ons in de Keuken, Houten www.bijonsindekeuken.nl 

 Boerenjongens Eetwinkel, Amsterdam www.boerenjongenseetwinkel.nl 

 Caulils, Amsterdam www.caulils.com 

 Columbus, Wageningen www.columbuskoffie.nl  

 Cook@home, Amersfoort www.cookathome.nl 

 Daily Delis,  Amsterdam www.dailydelis.nl 

 Slagerij van Dam, Amsterdam www.slagerijvandam.nl 

 Dolce Vino, Dordrecht www.dolcevino.nl 

 Erik's Delicatessen, Amsterdam www.eriksdelicatessen.nl 

 Hel's Kitchen, Weesp www.helskitchen.nl 

 Kaas en kaasjes, Venlo www.kaasenkaasjes.nl 

 De Kaasmarkt en Wijnmarkt, Alkmaar www.kaasmarkt.nl 

 Kaaszaken, Haarlem 

 Kaaszaak, Tilburg  www.kaaszaaktilburg.nl 

 Kulinaria, Tiel www.kulinaria.nl 

 L'Academia, Groningen www.lacademia.nl 

 De Leckernij, Enschede, www.deleckernij.nl 

 Meer van Milou, Soest www.meervanmilou.nl 

 Oceaan Deli, Amsterdam www.oceaandeli.nl 

 De Oliewinkel, Amsterdam www.deoliewinkelamsterdam.nl 

 De Olijfboom, Brugge (België) www.deolijfboom.be 

 Olivetta online, Doetinchem www.olivetta.nl 

 Het Olijvenhuis, Hilversum www.olijvenhuis.nl 

 Pastis, Breda www.pastisfood.nl 

 De Pasteibakkerij, Amsterdam www.depasteibakkerij.nl 

 Peerdeman & van Rooijen wijn, Zwaagdijk www.peerdemanwijnimport.nl 

 Raviolini, Oosterbeek, www.raviolini.nl 

 Samen in de Keuken, Alkmaar www.samenindekeuken.nl 

 Scheiwijk, Hoogblokland 

 Scheiwijk, Eemnes 
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 Slagerij Kaddour, Amsterdam www.kaddour.nl 

 Smaakhuis, Lisse www.smaakhuis.nl 

 Sahara, Lommel (België) www.sahara-kempischemoster.be 

 Solfood, Rhoon, www.solfood.nl 

 Tapperia Don Emilio, Assen www.donemilio.nl 

 Thull's, Amsterdam www.thulls.nl 

 Twaalf Procent of Meer, Middelburg www.twaalfprocentofmeer.nl 

 Tussen Kerk en klooster, Ootmarsem www.dewinkeltussenkerkenklooster.nl 

 Uliveto, Amsterdam www.uliveto.net 

 Wijnkoperij Hans Moolenaar, Bloemendaal www.hansmoolenaar.nl 

 Zafvino, Arnhem www.zafvino.nl 

 Zin in, Utrecht www.zinin-utrecht.nl 

 Zonnig Zuid, Schagen www.zonnig-zuid.nl 

 Zus en zo eetkado, Winterswijk www.zusenzo-eetkado.nl 

Restaurants, bars, cooking schools and caterers 

 restaurant As, Amsterdam www.restaurantas.nl 

 restaurant Amsterdam, Amsterdam www.cradam.nl 

 restaurant Arles, Amsterdam www.arles-amsterdam.nl 

 restaurant Bak Amsterdam www.bakrestaurant.nl 

 restaurant De Belhamel, Amsterdam www.belhamel.nl 

 restaurant Bistrot Neuf, Amsterdam www.bistrotneuf.nl 

 restaurant Bordewijk, Amsterdam www.restaurantbordewijk.nl 

 restaurant Boom, Amsterdam www.boometenendrinken.nl 

 restaurant Bord'eau, Amsterdam www.leurope.nl 

 Brasserie van Baerle, Amsterdam www.brasserievanbaerle.nl 

 Eye bar, Amsterdam www.eyefilm.nl 

 restaurant Gebr. Hartering, Amsterdam www.gebr-hartering.nl  

 Café George, Amsterdam www.cafegeorge.nl 

 restaurant De Goede Gooier, Blaricum www.degoedegooier.nl 

 restaurant Le Hollandais, Amsterdam www.lehollandais.nl 

 restaurant De Italiaan, Amsterdam www.deitaliaan.com 

 restaurant Kaagman&Kortekaas, Amsterdam www.kaagmanenkortekaas.nl 

 Café De Klepel, Amsterdam www.cafedeklepel.nl 

 sociëteit De Kring, Amsterdam www.kring.nl 

 restaurant Marius, Amsterdam www.restaurantmarius.nl 

 restaurant Oost, Amsterdam www.oostpizzapasta.nl 

 Cafè Panini, Amsterdam  

 restaurant Razmataz, Amsterdam www.razmataz.nl 

 restaurant Rijsel, Amsterdam www.rijssel.com 

 Ron's Gastrobar, Amsterdam www.rongastrobar.nl 

 restaurant de Rustende Jager, Formerum www.derustendejager.com 

 restaurant De Scheepskameel, Amsterdam www.scheepskameel.nl 
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 restaurant De School, Amsterdam www.deschoolamsterdam.nl 

 restaurant Tolhuistuin, Amsterdam www.tolhuistuin.nl 

 restaurant Toscanini, Amsterdam www.toscanini.nu 

 café Toussaint, Amsterdam www.cafe-toussaint.nl 

 restaurant Vermeer, Amsterdam www.restaurantvermeer.nl 

 Vinnies deli, Amsterdam www.vinnies.com 

 Vinnies deli, Amsterdam www.vinnies.com 

 Vuurtoreneiland, Amsterdam www.vuurtoreneiland.nl 

 café Weber, Amsterdam www.hotelweber.nl 

(Meeuwig & Zn. , 2017) 

Usage of names 
In the Netherlands some names in the top 100 most common name are sort-alike with typical 

Georgian names like Luka and Ana.  
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